This study examined the ability of 20 preschool children with functional phonological delays and 34 age-and vocabulary-matched typical children to learn words differing in phonotactic probability (i.e., the likelihood of occurrence of a sound sequence) and neighborhood density (i.e., the number of words that differ from a target by one phoneme).
Introduction
Children with functional phonological delays experience significant deficits in acquiring the sound system of their native language in the absence of any concomitant deficits in motor, sensory, cognitive, or social abilities (Shriberg, Kwiatkowski, Best, Hengst, & Terselic-Weber, 1986) . A full understanding of the nature of this disorder, in terms of the language representations and processes affected, has remained elusive. Hypothesized deficits include poor speech perception, poor oral-motor control as revealed by acoustic and kinematic measures, and poor higher level phonological knowledge, such as understanding how sounds are used to contrast meaning as well as how sounds can be combined to create words (see Munson, Edwards, & Beckman, 2005a for review). Thus, hypothesized deficits focus on deficits to motor and/or phonological representations, specifically representations of individual sounds in longterm memory. Moreover, the impact of these different hypothesized deficits on other areas of language acquisition has been relatively unexplored. It generally has been assumed that other areas of language are intact in children with functional phonological delays. However, more recent research has suggested that this assumption may be false. One language area that may be affected by phonological delay is word learning. Word learning involves lexical representations, the representation of the whole-word sound form in long-term memory, and semantic representations, the representation of the meaning or referent of a word in long-term memory.
To learn a word, a child must first recognize that a novel word was encountered, thereby triggering learning processes. It has been hypothesized that two characteristics contribute to this aspect of word learning. The first is the novelty of the word in the language as measured by phonotactic probability, the likelihood of occurrence of a sound sequence. That is, words that are more unique are more likely to be identified as novel, triggering learning processes (Storkel, Word Learning 4 Armbruster, & Hogan, 2006) . Specifically, rarer sound sequences trigger learning more efficiently than more common sound sequences (Storkel et al., 2006) . The second characteristic is similarity to other known words, termed neighborhood density for phonological similarity or semantic set size for semantic similarity. Here, presentation of a word activates representations of known words in long-term memory. For a novel word, none of the existing lexical or semantic representations in long-term memory will exactly match the novel word. This mismatch between the input and the child's representations in long-term memory is thought to trigger learning processes (Storkel & Adlof, 2009) . When a novel word is similar to few other known words, as in a sparse neighborhood or small set size, the mismatch will be greater than when a novel word is similar to many other known words, as in a dense neighborhood or large set size, thereby facilitating initiation of learning (Storkel & Adlof, 2009 ). Once learning is initiated, the child must create a lexical and semantic representation of the word in long-term memory. This does not mark the end of word learning. Rather, the new lexical and semantic representations in longterm memory must form connections with existing lexical and semantic representations. This period of integration appears to occur separately from the creation of the representation and may be more protracted (Gaskell & Dumay, 2003; Leach & Samuel, 2007) . Moreover, forming connections with many existing representations, as in a dense neighborhood or large set size, may serve to strengthen the new representation relative to forming connections with few existing representations, as in a sparse neighborhood or small set size (Storkel et al., 2006) .
What is known about word learning by children with phonological delays? Edwards, Fox and Rogers (2002) provided evidence that children with phonological delays are less accurate discriminating words differing by a final consonant than children with typical phonological development (see also Edwards, Fourakis, Beckman, & Fox, 1999) . Interestingly, this deficit was not tied to a specific error pattern in production (i.e., children showed this difficulty regardless of their production accuracy for final consonants). Poor discrimination could impact word learning by affecting the ability to identify that a novel word does not exactly match any existing lexical representations in long-term memory, resulting in a failure to trigger learning. Alternatively, poor discrimination may lead to misperception of the novel sound sequence, leading to inaccuracies in the newly created lexical representation. Importantly, Edwards and colleagues provide initial support for a relationship between speech perception and word learning.
Specifically, they found a relationship between discrimination accuracy and vocabulary size (as well as articulatory accuracy). Moreover, previous research has demonstrated that children with phonological delays have lower receptive and expressive vocabulary scores on standardized tests than children with typical phonological development and that this difference persists into adulthood even after the production deficit has apparently resolved (Felsenfeld, Broen, & McGue, 1992 ; see also Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1994 for similar child findings). Storkel (2004a) provided a more detailed picture of word learning by children with phonological delays. In this study, children with phonological delays and children with typical development learned nonwords that varied in phonotactic probability/neighborhood density. Phonotactic probability is positively correlated with neighborhood density in English (Storkel, 2004b; Vitevitch, Luce, Pisoni, & Auer, 1999 ). Specifically, rare sound sequences tend to have few neighbors (i.e., sparse neighborhoods) and common sound sequences tend to have many neighbors (i.e., dense neighborhoods). Thus, children in Storkel (2004a) were exposed to rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods (e.g., //) and common sound sequences from dense neighborhoods (e.g., //). Results of Storkel (2004a) showed differing effects of correlated phonotactic probability/neighborhood density based on phonological development.
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In Storkel (2004a) , children with phonological delays learned novel words composed of rare sound sequences in sparse neighborhoods more readily than novel words composed of common sound sequences in dense neighborhoods. In contrast, children with typical development showed the opposite pattern, learning novel words composed of common sound sequences in dense neighborhoods more readily than those composed of rare sound sequences in sparse neighborhoods (Storkel, 2004a) . Moreover, error analyses provided evidence that common-dense sound sequences were particularly difficult to learn for the children with phonological delays. Specifically, Storkel (2004a) analyzed phonological errors, namely responses that shared 1 or more phonemes with the target nonword (e.g., [] -candy machine for target // -pet, Storkel, 2004a Storkel, , p. 1199 , semantic errors, defined as responses that shared semantic category with the target nonword (e.g., [] -candy machine for target // -candy machine, Storkel, 2004a Storkel, , p. 1199 , and unrelated errors, specifically responses that did not share phonemes or semantic category with the target nonword (e.g., [] -candy machine for target // -pet, Storkel, 2004a Storkel, , p. 1199 . It was hypothesized that phonological and semantic errors indicated an emerging lexical or semantic representation respectively, characterized by partial knowledge of the target word (e.g., knowledge of the first sound or semantic category); whereas unrelated errors indicated impoverished lexical and/or semantic representations, characterized by limited, if any, knowledge of the target word (e.g., no knowledge of target sounds or semantic features). Results showed that children with phonological delays infrequently made phonological or semantic errors, but frequently made unrelated errors, when naming common-dense targets. In contrast, children with phonological delays produced all error types (i.e., phonological, semantic, unrelated) when naming rare-sparse Word Learning 7 targets. Moreover, children with phonological delays infrequently produced common-dense sound sequences as substitutes for other targets, producing rare-sparse sound sequences instead.
From these patterns, it was hypothesized that children with phonological delays had impoverished representations of common sound sequences in dense neighborhoods, whereas they had a range of representations from impoverished to emerging to correct for rare sound sequences in sparse neighborhoods. In terms of patterns for the children with typical development, they produced all error types (i.e., phonologic, semantic, and unrelated) with equal frequency for both word types (i.e., rare-sparse, common-dense), indicating a range of representations.
One potential explanation of these results is that children with phonological delays had difficulty creating accurate and complete lexical representations (i.e., a lexical representation that exactly matches the target) for words in dense neighborhoods due to difficulty discriminating similar sound sequences (as also shown in Edwards et al., 1999; Edwards et al., 2002) , whereas children with typical phonological development did not have this same problem and thus benefited from the multiple connections between new and existing lexical representations inherent in dense neighborhoods. One shortcoming of this hypothesis is that it implies that the results are attributable to neighborhood density, even though phonotactic probability also varied.
A recent study of adult word learning showed independent effects of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density (Storkel et al., 2006) that may have implications for understanding word learning by children with phonological delays.
In Storkel et al. (2006) , adults learned nonwords varying in both phonotactic probability and neighborhood density (i.e., rare-sparse, rare-dense, common-sparse, and common-dense).
The effects of these two variables were examined in partially correct responses (i.e., 2 of 3 Word Learning 8 phonemes correct), which were thought to index early stages of word learning (i.e., initiating word learning), and fully correct responses (i.e., 3 of 3 phonemes), which were thought to index later stages of word learning (i.e., formation and integration of a new representation). Results showed that phonotactic probability influenced partially correct responses, whereas neighborhood density influenced completely correct responses. For phonotactic probability, adults produced more partially correct responses for rare sound sequences than for common sound sequences. It was thought that rare sound sequences triggered word learning more efficiently than common sound sequences. For neighborhood density, adults produced more completely correct responses for nonwords in dense neighborhoods than for nonwords in sparse neighborhoods. It was hypothesized that the greater number of connections between the newly created lexical representation and existing lexical representations in a dense neighborhood strengthened the newly created lexical representation, speeding word learning compared to the relatively fewer connections available in a sparse neighborhood. These findings suggest that differentiating the effect of phonotactic probability from that of neighborhood density in word learning by children with phonological delays may provide a clearer picture of word learning abilities in this population.
The purpose of the current study was to differentiate effects of phonotactic probability from those of neighborhood density in word learning by children with phonological delays and by children with typical development. The methods directly parallel those used in the previously described study of adult word learning (Storkel et al., 2006) , including the examination of partially correct versus completely correct responses to investigate the influence of these two variables on early versus later stages of word learning. In addition, error patterns (i.e., semantic errors, unrelated errors) also were analyzed as in the earlier study of word learning by children Word Learning 9 with phonological delays (Storkel, 2004a) because this approach previously revealed that certain words, namely common sound sequences in dense neighborhoods, were particularly difficult to learn for children with phonological delays, who seemed to acquire only impoverished representations of these words.
Methods

1 Participants
Fifty-four preschool children (age 3; 5 -6; 7) participated: 20 with functional phonological delays and 34 with typical development. None of the children had a history of social, emotional, cognitive, motor, visual, hearing, or major medical impairments by parent report. All children passed a hearing screening in both ears (ASHA, 1997) . Other characteristics of both groups of participants are shown in Table 1 . Two main criteria were used to diagnose children with functional phonological delays. The first criterion related to defining a significant phonological delay. This was determined by administering the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation -2 (GFTA, Goldman & Fristoe, 2000) and an extensive probe of English phonology (Gierut, 2008) . Children either scored at the 11 th percentile or below on the GFTA (n = 17) or scored between the 12 th and 14 th percentile on the GFTA and had at least six target sounds with inventory or positional constraints (n = 3) based on phonological analysis of both samples. The second criterion related to defining typical development in other areas. Here, children scored at or above the 16 th percentile (1 standard deviation below the mean) on standardized tests of receptive vocabulary, expressive vocabulary, omnibus receptive language, and nonverbal intelligence (Brownell, 2000a (Brownell, , 2000b Carrow-Woolfolk, 1995; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2003) .
Children with typical development scored at or above the 24 th percentile on the GFTA and scored at or above the 16 th percentile on standardized tests of receptive and/or expressive vocabulary (Brownell, 2000a (Brownell, , 2000b . In addition, this group was matched in gender, age, and raw receptive vocabulary scores to the group with phonological delays. T test comparisons showed that the groups differed significantly in their percentile ranks on the GFTA, t (52) = 9.05, p < 0.001, but not in chronological age or vocabulary test scores, all t (52) < 0.90, all p > 0.35.
Gender also did not differ significantly between the groups, χ 2 (54) = 0.04, p > 0.80.
Stimuli
The same procedures for selecting nonwords used in Storkel et al. (2006) were used in this study. The exact same novel objects, stories, measures of learning, and procedures used in Storkel et al. (2006) were used in this study with one minor change: the number of exposures to the stimuli was increased in this study to guard against floor effects. Nonwords are described in detail here. Repeated stimuli and procedures are described briefly below with more detailed examples available in the previous publication.
Nonwords
Sixteen consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) nonwords composed of early acquired consonants (i.e., glides, anterior nasals, and anterior stops) were selected to manipulate two independent variables: phonotactic probability and neighborhood density. Phonotactic probability and neighborhood density were computed following the same procedures as in Storkel et al. (2006) and using the same 20,000 word English corpus. Characteristics of the selected stimuli are shown in Table 2 . Two measures of phonotactic probability were computed:
positional segment sum and biphone sum. Positional segment sum is computed by adding the positional segment frequency of each sound in the nonword. Positional segment frequency is computed by adding the log frequency of every word in the dictionary containing the same sound in the same word position and then dividing by the sum of the log frequency of every word in the dictionary containing any sound in the same word position. Biphone sum is computed by adding the biphone frequency of each pair of sounds in the nonword. Biphone frequency is computed by adding the log frequency of every word in the dictionary containing the same pair of sounds in the same word position and then dividing by the sum of the log frequency of every word in the dictionary containing any sound in the same word position. These values were computed for all legal CVC nonwords containing early acquired consonants, and then a median split was used to classify the nonwords as having rare versus common sound sequences.
Neighborhood density was computed by counting all the words in the dictionary that differed from a given CVC nonword by a single sound substitution, addition, or deletion in any word position. As with phonotactic probability, neighborhood density was computed for all legal CVC nonwords containing early acquired consonants, and then a median split was used to classify the nonwords as residing in sparse versus dense neighborhoods.
After the stimuli were selected, an on-line child calculator became available (http://www.bncdnet.ku.edu/cgi-bin/DEEC/post_ccc.vi) that used these same algorithms to calculate positional segment sum, biphone sum, and neighborhood density using kindergarten and first grade child corpora (Kolson, 1960; Moe, Hopkins, & Rush, 1982) . In general, the child values resulted in a similar classification of the stimuli (see Table 2 ).
Novel objects
The 16 novel objects used by Storkel et al. (2006) and Storkel (2004a) were used in this study. This set consisted of four novel objects in each of four semantic categories (i.e., toys, pets, candy machines, and horns). As in Storkel et al. (2006) , one novel object from each semantic category was paired with a nonword from each phonotactic probability-neighborhood density condition, and pairings of novel objects and nonwords were counterbalanced across participants (refer to Table 3 in Storkel et al., 2006 for further details).
Stories
The two stories used by Storkel et al. (2006) were used in this study with two alterations:
the script was adjusted to (1) increase the number of exposures to the nonwords to guard against floor effects and (2) include one direct imitation attempt for each nonword to judge whether children could produce the nonwords as intended. Each story consisted of three distinct story episodes. Each episode contained two novel objects from each of the four semantic categories, providing exposure to half of the novel object -nonword pairs. Each story episode provided four exposures to each novel object -nonword pair assigned to that story. This is an increase in exposure from Storkel et al. (2006) where the first episode provided only one exposure to the novel object -nonword pairs and the remaining two episodes provided three exposures to the novel object -nonword pairs (see the appendix of Storkel et al., 2006 for a sample story episode). Thus, the current stories provided 12 exposures to the novel object -nonword pairs after all three episodes were administered compared to 7 exposures in Storkel et al. (2006) . The order of presentation of the two stories was counterbalanced across participants.
Additional exposures and a direct imitation attempt were provided via a review exposure.
The review exposure was presented after each story episode. In the review exposure, each novel object from the story was presented in random order with the following script: "Look it's a nonword. Say nonword." Child produces nonword. "Remember, it's a nonword." In this way, the review exposure provided an additional four exposures to the novel object -nonword pairs, including a production attempt. All children imitated the stimuli as intended. In summary, after all three story episodes and reviews were presented, children had accrued 24 exposures to the novel object -nonword pairs.
Stories and review exposures were audio recorded by a female speaker in a sound proof booth, digitized, and edited. Two unfamiliar listeners trained in phonetic transcription listened to the recordings under the same presentation conditions as the participants to verify that all nonwords were presented as intended.
Measure of learning
Learning was measured using the same picture naming task described in Storkel et al. (2006) . Each novel object was presented and the participant attempted to recall and produce its nonword label. Responses were phonetically transcribed and scored in five ways as a means of evaluating the status of newly created lexical and semantic representations in long-term memory.
Inferring the status of lexical and semantic representations from production data is in line with methods used in past word learning studies (e.g., Gray, 2004; Storkel, 2004a; Storkel et al., 2006) and past naming studies (e.g., McGregor, 1997; McGregor & Appel, 2002; McGregor, Friedman, Reilly, & Newman, 2002; McGregor, Newman, Reilly, & Capone, 2002) . A nonword was scored as completely correct if the participant produced all of the target phonemes in the correct order. Completely correct responses were thought to be indicative of a complete and accurate representation of the new word.
A nonword was scored as partially correct if the participant produced two of the three target phonemes in the correct order. Partially correct responses were thought to be indicative of partially complete representation of the new word (i.e., one that included specification of two of the three target phonemes as well as at least partial specification of the referent).
In the case where a response was neither partially correct nor completely correct, the error was coded further as semantic, unrelated, or unscorable. A semantic error was scored if the child's response contained two or three phonemes of another nonword presented in the study and if the non-target nonword had been paired with a novel object from the same semantic category as the target nonword (e.g., [] --toy 2 for target // --toy 1). A semantic error would likely occur if the child had an emerging semantic representation (e.g., semantic representation of the category but lacking semantic detail to differentiate it clearly from other members of the category).
An unrelated error was scored if the child's response contained two or three phonemes of another nonword presented in the study and if the non-target nonword had been paired with a novel object from a different semantic category than the target nonword (e.g., [] --horn 1 for target // --toy 1). An unrelated error might occur if the child has a relatively impoverished semantic and/or lexical representation (e.g., semantic representation containing no knowledge of target semantic features and/or lexical representation containing no knowledge of target sounds). In the case of unrelated errors, the phonotactic probability and density classification of the substituted nonword was noted (e.g., common-dense for //) and analyzed. It was hypothesized that analysis of substitutes would reveal the status of the lexical representation of the substituted nonword. That is, the nonword that is produced as a substitute has, at least, a partially complete lexical representation to support production (e.g., a lexical representation that specified at least two of the target phonemes), although other representations (e.g., semantic) could be impoverished.
A response was considered unscorable if it did not match any of the nonwords in the study. Thus, unscorable responses included invented nonwords, real words, and no responses.
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Unscorable responses were not analyzed further. Note that real words could be semantically related to the nonobject (e.g., "toy" for target // --toy 1). However, these were coded as unscorable rather than a semantic error because many semantic features could be inferred simply by looking at the nonobject. Thus, these errors do not necessarily indicate that the child has learned something about the nonobject. A person who had not undergone the training might produce the same response. In fact, this is the type of response children provided during baseline testing prior to training.
Consonant-to-consonant transcription reliability was computed for transcription of the real words produced by the child on the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation-2, English phonology probe, and the nonwords produced during the word learning task (i.e., repetition and naming) for 19% of the participants. Reliability was similar for each group so aggregate reliability is reported here. Interjudge transcription reliability was 97% (SD = 2%, range 94-99%)
for real words and 98% (SD = 2%, range 94-100%) for nonwords.
Scoring reliability was computed for the picture naming test for 24% of the participants.
Reliability was similar for each group so aggregate reliability is reported here. Two types of scoring reliability were computed. The first examined classification of the child's response as a particular nonword. Interjudge reliability for this score was 98% (SD = 2%, range = 91% -100%). The second examined classification of the child's response relative to the target word as partially correct, fully correct, semantic error, unrelated error, or unscorable. Interjudge reliability for this score was 98% (SD = 4%, range = 84% -100%).
Procedures
The word learning protocol required three sessions. For each session, the participant was seated in front of a computer connected to table top speakers. Delivery of the audio and visual Word Learning 16 stimuli was controlled by Direct RT software (Jarvis, 2002) . Children wore a head-mounted microphone connected via a splitter to audio and video recording equipment.
The first session focused on the first story. The session began with baseline testing. Each novel object from the first story was presented individually on the computer screen and children were encouraged to guess its name. The order of presentation of the novel objects was randomized by the experimental control software (Jarvis, 2002) . Then, the first story episode was administered followed by the review exposure. The picture naming task was then readministered but with altered instructions to encourage the children to recall the names for the novel objects from the story. The second and third story episodes, corresponding reviews, and picture naming tests were administered following the same procedures. The entire session lasted approximately 40 minutes.
The second session, which occurred approximately 1-week later (M = 7 days, SD = 2 days, range 2-14 days), began with the review of the stimuli from the first story followed by a picture naming test for the first story. The remainder of the session focused on the stimuli from the second story, which were administered following the same procedures described for the first session. The entire session lasted approximately 45 minutes.
The third session, which occurred approximately 1-week later (M = 7 days, SD = 2 days, range 2 -14 days), began with the review of the stimuli from the second story followed by a picture naming test for the second story. The remainder of the session consisted of administration of clinical tests. Additional sessions occurred either prior to or after administration of the word learning protocol to complete the clinical test battery described in the participants section.
Procedural reliability for administration of the word learning protocol was computed for 20% of the participants. Reliability was similar for each group so aggregate reliability is reported Word Learning 17 here. A reliability judge viewed the video tape for the selected participants and scored protocol administration (e.g., correct version of protocol administered, tasks administered in the correct order, correct directions and feedback provided, correct on-line scoring) as well as equipment and set-up (e.g., appropriate audio and video quality, appropriate speaker loudness, computer malfunctions, data collection forms completed correctly). Procedural reliability was 96% (SD = 4%, range 87-100%).
Results
There were four dependent variables related to accuracy and errors: proportion of completely correct responses (i.e., 3 of 3 phonemes correct), proportion of partially correct responses (i.e., 2 of 3 phonemes correct), proportion of semantic error responses, and proportion of unrelated error responses. There was an additional dependent variable specific to unrelated errors, proportion of unrelated errors, which was used to examine the phonotactic probability and neighborhood density of the nonwords that were produced as substitutes for unrelated targets.
Each dependent variable was analyzed separately. Each analysis used a 2 Group (children with phonological delay vs. children with typical development) x 2 Phonotactic Probability (rare vs.
common) x 2 Neighborhood Density (sparse vs. dense) x 2 Time (24-exposure vs. 1-week postexposure) mixed ANOVA. Note that not all time periods were analyzed (e.g., cycle 1/8-exposures, and cycle 2/16-exposures) due to overall low performance at these earlier test points.
Completely correct responses
For completely correct responses, no main effects or interactions that addressed the research questions were statistically significant, all Fs < 4.00, all ps > 0.05, all ηp 2 < 0.08.
Partially correct responses
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For partially correct responses, there was a significant two-way interaction of group and density, F (1, 52) = 4.22, p < 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.08., which was qualified by a significant three-way interaction of group, neighborhood density, and phonotactic probability, F (1, 52) = 4.02, p = 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.07. These interactions were explored by examining the effect of group and neighborhood density at each level of phonotactic probability (rare vs. common), using a 2
Group (children with phonological delay vs. children with typical development) x 2 Neighborhood Density (sparse vs. dense) x 2 Time (24-exposure vs. 1-week post-exposure) mixed ANOVA.
Rare sound sequences
For rare sound sequences, there was a significant interaction between group and density, 
Common sound sequences
For common sound sequences, no main effects or interactions that addressed the research questions were statistically significant, all Fs < 1.65, all ps > 0.20, all ηp 2 < 0.04. As shown in Figure 1 , neighborhood density did not appear to influence learning of common sound sequences for either children with phonological delays or children with typical development.
Additional group comparison
Analysis of rare sound sequences suggested potential group differences in the effect of neighborhood density. However, the finding from the children with phonological delays only approached significance. Group differences were further confirmed by directly comparing children with phonological delays to those with typical development. This analysis showed group differences for nonwords from sparse neighborhoods. Specifically, children with typical 
Semantic errors
For semantic errors, there were no significant main effects or interactions, Fs < 3.10, all ps > 0.08, all ηp 2 < 0.06.
Unrelated errors
For unrelated errors, there was a significant three-way interaction of group, phonotactic probability, and neighborhood density, F (1, 52) = 6.09, p < 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.11. No other main effects or interactions were significant, all Fs < 3.50, all ps > 0.05, all ηp 2 < 0.07. The significant three-way interaction was further explored by examining the effect of group and neighborhood density at each level of phonotactic probability (rare vs. common), using a 2 Group (children with phonological delay vs. children with typical development) x 2 Neighborhood Density (sparse vs. dense) x 2 Time (24-exposure vs. 1-week post-exposure) mixed ANOVA.
Rare sound sequences
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For rare sound sequences, there were no significant main effects or interactions, Fs < 1.90, all ps > 0.17, all ηp 2 < 0.04. Neighborhood density and phonological development did not appear to affect production of unrelated errors (see Figure 2) .
Common sound sequences
For common sound sequences, there was a significant interaction between group and density, F (1, 52) = 5.94, p < 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.10. As shown in Figure 2 , children with phonological delays produced significantly more unrelated errors to nonwords from sparse neighborhoods (M = 0.23, SE = 0.05, SD = 0.24) than to nonwords from dense neighborhoods (M = 0.14, SE = 0.03, SD = 0.14, F (1, 19) = 6.33, p < 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.25. In contrast, children with typical phonological development showed no effect of neighborhood density on unrelated errors, Fs < 1.80, all ps > 0.18, all ηp 2 < 0.06.
Unrelated Substitutes
The phonotactic probability and neighborhood density of the substitute nonwords for unrelated responses was analyzed. Results showed a significant two-way interaction of phonotactic probability and time, F (1, 39) = 8.22, p < 0.01, ηp 2 = 0.17, which was qualified by a significant three-way interaction of group, phonotactic probability, and time, F (1, 39) = 4.37, p < 0.05, ηp 2 = 0.10. No other main effects or interactions were significant, all Fs < 3.60, all ps > 0.05, all ηp 2 < 0.09. The significant two-way and three-way interactions were further explored by examining the effect of group and phonotactic probability at each level of time (24-exposure vs.
1-week post-exposure) using a 2 Group (children with phonological delay vs. children with typical development) x 2 Phonotactic Probability (rare vs. common) x 2 Neighborhood Density (sparse vs. dense) mixed ANOVA.
24-exposure
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As shown in Figure 3 , at the 24-exposure test, children produced rare sound sequences Figure 3 , these two main effects were additive such that the most frequently produced unrelated substitutes were rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods.
1-week post-exposure
At the 1-week post-exposure test, there were no significant main effects or interactions, Fs < 1.80, all ps > 0.17, all ηp 2 < 0.04. Phonotactic probability, neighborhood density, and phonological development did not appear to affect production of unrelated substitutes at the posttest.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the individual and combined influence of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density on word learning by children varying in phonological development (i.e., delayed vs. typical). Only partially correct responses, unrelated errors, and unrelated substitutes showed significant effects that address the research questions, whereas completely correct responses and semantic errors failed to provide insights into the role of these variables in word learning. Across partially correct responses and unrelated errors, the overall finding was that phonotactic probability and neighborhood density interacted with each other. This interaction between phonotactic probability and neighborhood density differs from past word learning studies of adults (Storkel et al., 2006) which yielded only main effects of each variable and no interaction. This suggests that children require a convergence of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density for optimal word learning. Importantly, the "optimal convergence" appeared to differ across children with phonological delays and children with typical development, as evidenced by the obtained interactions involving group.
Let's begin by examining the one point of similarity across the groups: the effect of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density on unrelated substitutes. Specifically, both groups of children produced rare sound sequences in sparse neighborhoods more frequently as unrelated substitutes than any other combination of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density. Recall that it was hypothesized that nonwords produced as unrelated substitutes for other target words had, at least, partially complete lexical representations, although other representations (e.g., semantic) could be impoverished. Thus, both groups appeared to have at least partially complete lexical representations for rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods as shown by their frequent production as unrelated substitutes. This pattern fits well with previous hypotheses concerning the role of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density in triggering learning. Specifically, rare sound sequences are hypothesized to stand out as being novel more than common sound sequences, leading to more efficient triggering of learning (Storkel et al., 2006) . In addition, novel words that reside in sparse neighborhoods will activate fewer existing lexical representations than novel words in dense neighborhoods. Thus, the mismatch between the input and the child's existing lexical representations will be more apparent for sparse than for dense neighborhoods, facilitating triggering of learning (Storkel & Adlof, 2009) . Taken together, rare phonotactic probability and sparse neighborhoods provide converging cues that a new word is present, efficiently triggering creation of a new lexical representation. Importantly, this process appears to be similarly intact for children with phonological delays and for children with typical development.
Although children with phonological delays and those with typical development trigger learning of a lexical representation of rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods similarly, there appear to be differences in other aspects of word learning. In particular, children with typical development appear to be able to build on this initial lexical representation for rare sound sequences in sparse neighborhoods to create partially complete lexical-semantic connections and semantic representations, yielding more partially correct responses for rare-sparse sound sequences than rare-dense sound sequences. In this way, the effect of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density on partially correct responses by children with typical development is viewed as a by-product of efficiently triggering creation of a new lexical representation. That is, children with typical development immediately recognize that a rare sound sequence from a sparse neighborhood is a new word and immediately initiate creation of a new lexical representation. This rapid start in creating the new lexical representation presumably allows later exposures to the new word to be devoted to creation of other representations, such as the lexicalsemantic connection and the semantic representation. Thus, for children with typical development, rare sound sequences and sparse neighborhoods converge to create optimal word learning conditions, presumably due to their hypothesized role in triggering word learning.
Children with phonological delays do not appear to achieve the same success as children with typical development in building on the initial lexical representation of a rare sound sequences from a sparse neighborhood. In particular, children with phonological delays produced significantly fewer partially correct responses than typically developing children for nonwords from sparse neighborhoods. In addition, children with phonological delays showed a trend for Word Learning 24 more partially correct responses to rare sound sequences from dense neighborhoods than rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods. Thus, the initial advantage in creating a, at least, partially complete lexical representation for rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods may actually disappear for children with phonological delays at later point in word learning. That is, children with phonological delays, like children with typical development, immediately recognize that a rare sound sequence from a sparse neighborhood is a new word and immediately trigger creation of a new lexical representation. However, this initial rapid start in creating the new lexical representation may come at the expense of other representations (i.e., lexicalsemantic connection, semantic representation) that are needed to support a partially correct response, leading to the observed group differences.
There is another piece of evidence suggesting that children with phonological delays may experience difficulty with sparse neighborhoods. In particular, children with phonological delays produced more unrelated errors to common sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods than common sound sequences from dense neighborhoods. Recall that unrelated errors were thought to index impoverished lexical and/or semantic representations. Thus, children with phonological delays appeared to have more impoverished lexical and/or semantic representations of common sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods than common sound sequences from dense neighborhoods. We assume that part of the reason that common sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods have impoverished lexical and/or semantic representations for children with phonological delays relates to the previous explanation of triggering word learning. That is, common sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods would not trigger word learning as efficiently as rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods because there would be conflicting cues to the novelty of the nonword and thus the need for new learning. As a result, Word Learning 25 creation of a new lexical representation may not be triggered immediately, which would have subsequent consequences (as previously described). Moreover, common sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods would later encounter whatever process interferes with the formation of a lexical-semantic connection and/or semantic representation in sparse neighborhoods, ultimately yielding an impoverished lexical and/or semantic representation.
What possible mechanism could account for difficulties creating a lexical-semantic connection and/or a semantic representation for novel words in sparse neighborhoods by children with phonological delays? The past literature suggests two cognitive processes where sparse neighborhoods lead to slower or more inaccurate processing than dense neighborhoods in adults.
The first is production where adults tend to produce real words from sparse neighborhoods more slowly than real words from dense neighborhoods (Vitevitch, 2002) . Thus, it's possible that children with phonological delays experience greater difficulty with novel words in sparse neighborhoods during the production measure of word learning but not during word learning itself. This seems somewhat unlikely because children with phonological delays do produce the novel words from sparse neighborhoods, just not in response to the correct target object, suggesting a problem with word learning rather than production.
The second past finding of poorer performance for sparse neighborhoods than dense neighborhoods comes from the working memory literature where nonwords from sparse neighborhoods are recalled more poorly than nonwords from dense neighborhoods (Roodenrys & Hinton, 2002; Thorn & Frankish, 2005) . In this way, children with phonological delays may immediately trigger learning of novel words from sparse neighborhoods but then experience difficulty holding these sound sequences in working memory during exposure. They do succeed in holding the sound sequence in memory so that an accurate and complete lexical representation Word Learning 26 can be created. However, this process may be so resource demanding that there are no resources remaining to create an accurate and complete lexical-semantic connection and/or semantic representation. This same process could be at work for children with typical development in that holding a novel word from a sparse neighborhood in working memory would be more resource demanding than holding a novel word from a dense neighborhood in working memory.
Presumably, the difference between the groups is one of degree. That is, the children with phonological delays have much greater difficulty holding the sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods in working memory than the children with typical development. There have been few studies of working memory in children with phonological delays and none of these have manipulated neighborhood density. In general, children with phonological delays appear to perform more poorly than typically developing children on working memory tasks (Munson, Edwards, & Beckman, 2005b) , implicating capacity or efficiency limitations in working memory, but it is unclear whether this difference would be particularly exacerbated for words from sparse neighborhoods.
These findings are somewhat, although not completely, at odds with past findings (Storkel, 2004a) . Recall that group differences were noted between children with phonological delays and those with typical development in the past study but the optimal learning condition for each group in the past study differs from that identified in the current study. In addition, the hypothesized area of deficit in children with phonological delays in the past study differs from that in the current study. Taking up the first issue, the difference in the direction of the effect of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density may be attributable to the independent manipulation of phonotactic probability and neighborhood density, which allowed each cue to be used in different combinations for different aspects of word learning. The findings in the current Word Learning 27 study from typically developing children replicate those in another study independently manipulating phonotactic probability and neighborhood density (Hoover, Storkel, & Hogan, 2009 ). That study hypothesized that typically developing children required a convergence of cues to learn new words, and that the cues that were convergent depended on the particular word learning process. For example, rare sound sequences and sparse neighborhoods provide convergent cues that a sound sequence is novel and needs to be learned, a hypothesis that also fits the results of the current study for both groups of children.
Turning to the second issue, the difference in the area of deficit for children with phonological delays across studies could be due to a change in training methods across studies.
In the previous study, children received only auditory exposures to the novel words. In the current study, children also produced the novel words in direct imitation. A recent study of adult word learning suggests that adding production attempts to the training component enhances learning of a lexical representation but hinders the creation of connections between representations (Leach & Samuel, 2007) . In this vein, we hypothesize that adding the production component altered the word learning process slightly leading to a change in the area of deficit for children with phonological delays. That is, producing the novel words in direct imitation may have facilitated creation of a lexical representation for children with phonological delays.
However, success at creating a lexical representation came at a cost to creation of lexicalsemantic connection and/or a semantic representation. This hypothesis potentially has interesting implications for understanding how to best introduce new words to children with phonological delays, warranting explicit testing.
Conclusion
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Rare sound sequences and sparse neighborhoods appear to provide converging cues to the novelty of a sound sequence, immediately triggering word learning. Immediate triggering of word learning may lead to creation of a relatively accurate and complete lexical representation for children with phonological delays and children with typical development. Children with typical development appear to be able to capitalize on this well formed lexical representation to create at least partially complete and accurate lexical-semantic connections and semantic representations for rare sound sequences from sparse neighborhoods. In contrast, children with phonological delays demonstrate difficulty in this area. Because of working memory constraints, the process of creating a relatively accurate and complete lexical representation may be too resource demanding for children with phonological delays, leaving few resources available to create a lexical-semantic connection and/or a semantic representation. Word Learning 36 Table 1 Participant characteristics. Table 2 Phonotactic probability and neighborhood density of the stimuli.
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